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A4. The first questions are about your health. In general, would you say your PHYSICAL HEALTH is...

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I'm not a doctor...", PROBE: "What do YOU think?")

(READ LIST)
1. POOR,
2. FAIR,
3. GOOD,
4. VERY GOOD,
5. OR EXCELLENT?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A5. What about your MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL HEALTH?

(READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

(Would you say it is...)
1. POOR,
2. FAIR,
3. GOOD,
4. VERY GOOD,
5. OR EXCELLENT?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A6. In general, compared to most (men/women) your age, would you say your health is...

(READ LIST)
1. MUCH BETTER,
2. SOMEWHAT BETTER,
3. ABOUT THE SAME,
4. SOMEWHAT WORSE,
5. OR MUCH WORSE?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A7. In the past 30 days, how many days were you TOTALLY UNABLE to go to work or carry out your normal household work activities because of your physical health or mental health?

(IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What’s your best estimate?")

___ # DAYS
DK

IF QA7 = 0 OR DON'T KNOW, GO TO QA8
IF QA7 = 1, GO TO QA7a
IF QA7 = 2 OR MORE, GO TO QA7b
A7a. Was that due to your physical health, your mental health, or a combination of both?

1. PHYSICAL
2. MENTAL
3. COMBINATION
DK

GO TO QA8

A7b. How many of those [QA7] days were due only to your physical health, how many were due only to your mental health, and how many were due to a combination of both?

___ # DAYS PHYSICAL
___ # DAYS MENTAL
___ # DAYS COMBINATION
DK

IF THE RESPONSES TO QA7B DO NOT SUM TO QA7, THE INTERVIEWER WILL PROBE TO GET THEM TO SUM

IF QA7 = 30, GO TO QA9

A8. (Aside from (that day/those [QA7] days) when you were totally unable to go to work or carry out your normal household work activities, how many of the other [30-QA7] days out of the past 30/How many of the past 30 days) did you have to CUT BACK on work, or, how much you got done, because of your physical health or mental health?

___ # DAYS
DK

IF QA8 = 0 OR DON'T KNOW, GO TO QA9
IF QA8 = 1, GO TO QA8a
IF QA8 = 2 OR MORE, GO TO QA8b

A8a. Was that due to your physical health, your mental health, or a combination of both?

1. PHYSICAL
2. MENTAL
3. COMBINATION
DK

GO TO QA9
A8b. How many of those [QA8] days were due only to your physical health, how many were due only to your mental health, and how many were due to a combination of both?

____ # DAYS PHYSICAL
____ # DAYS MENTAL
____ # DAYS COMBINATION
DK

IF THE RESPONSES TO QA8B DO NOT SUM TO QA8, THE INTERVIEWER WILL PROBE TO GET THEM TO SUM

A9. Now, think about when you were 16 years old. Was your PHYSICAL HEALTH at that time...

(READ LIST)
1. POOR,
2. FAIR,
3. GOOD,
4. VERY GOOD,
5. OR EXCELLENT?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A10. How about your MENTAL HEALTH at that time?

(IEWR: IF R ASKS "At what time?" PROBE: "Still thinking about when you were 16 was your MENTAL HEALTH at that time... AND READ LIST?)

(READ LIST IF NECESSARY)
1. POOR,
2. FAIR,
3. GOOD,
4. VERY GOOD,
5. OR EXCELLENT?
DK (DO NOT READ)
A11. The next set of questions is about your physical health. First, have you ever had heart trouble suspected or confirmed by a doctor?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA12
DK -------> QA12

Alla. How old were you when a doctor first told you that you might have heart trouble?

(IF R SAYS THEY KNEW IT BEFORE DOCTOR DID, OR THAT DOCTOR DIDN'T TELL THEM DIRECTLY, PROBE: "How old were you when a DOCTOR first told you (or your parents) that you might have heart trouble?)

(IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What's your best estimate?")

______ YEARS OLD
996. CONGENITAL/AT BIRTH
DK

Allb. What was the diagnosis?

(_DO NOT READ LIST)  

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)  (PROBE: "Anything else?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Dr. wasn't sure but thought it might be..." ENTER '10' AND TYPE EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY.)

(IWER: IF R GIVES A TREATMENT, PROBE: "What was the DIAGNOSIS?")

01. HEART ATTACK
02. ANGINA
03. HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
04. VALVE DISEASE, MITROVALVE PROLAPSE, AORTIC INSUFFICIENCY, BICUSPID AORTIC VALVE
05. HOLE IN HEART, ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT (ASD), VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT (VSD)
06. BLOCKED/CLOSED ARTERY, CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE (CAD), CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD), ISCHEMIA
07. IRREGULAR/FAST HEART BEAT, ARRHYTHMIA
08. HEART MURMUR
09. HEART FAILURE, CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CHF), ENLARGED HEART
10. OTHER _______ (SPECIFY)
11. NONE
DK
IF QA11a = CONGENITAL/AT BIRTH, GO TO QA11d

A11c. Did you go to the hospital for treatment or more tests after this diagnosis was made?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK

A11d. Are you still seeing a doctor, or still getting treatment, for heart trouble?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK

IF QA11b = HEART ATTACK, GO TO QA12a

A12. Have you ever had a heart attack?
   1. YES
   2. NO ---> QA13
   DK --------> QA13

A12a. In what year did you have your first heart attack?

   19__ YEAR
   DK

GO TO QA14

A13. Do you think your risk of a heart attack is higher, lower, or about the same as other (men/women) your age?
   (IWER: IF R SAYS DOESN'T KNOW RISKS, PROBE: "What do you think?")
   1. HIGHER
   2. LOWER --------> QA13B
   3. ABOUT THE SAME --> QA14
   DK ------------------> QA14

A13a. Would you say a lot higher, somewhat higher, or only a little higher?
   1. A LOT
   2. SOMewhat
   3. A LITTLE
   DK

GO TO QA14
A13b. Would you say a lot lower, somewhat lower, or only a little lower?

1. A LOT
2. SOMEWHAT
3. A LITTLE
4. DK

A14. How many (other) people in your immediate biological family -- that is, your biological parents, brothers or sisters -- have ever had a heart attack?

(IWER: COUNT BLOOD RELATIVES ONLY, NOT SPOUSE OR ADOPTIVE/STEP RELATIVES)

__ # PEOPLE
97. ADOPTED/NOT A BLOOD RELATIVE WITH IMMEDIATE FAMILY
4. DK

A15. How much do you worry about your heart...

(READ LIST)

1. A LOT,
2. SOME,
3. A LITTLE,
4. OR NOT AT ALL?
5. DK (DO NOT READ)

A16. Have you ever had a major heart procedure, such as catheterization (KATH-it-urr-ih-ZAY-shun), bypass surgery, or angioplasty (AN-gee-oh-plass-tea)?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Angioplasty (AN-gee-oh-plass-tea) is also called PTCA.")

1. YES/CATHETERIZATION/BYPASS SURGERY/ANGIOPLASTY
2. NO
3. DK

A17. Has anyone you know well -- such as your spouse, a family member, or a close friend -- ever had a major heart procedure?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "By a major heart procedure I mean catheterization (KATH-it-urr-ih-ZAY-shun), bypass surgery, or angioplasty (AN-gee-oh-plass-tea)."

1. YES/CATHETERIZATION/BYPASS SURGERY/ANGIOPLASTY
2. NO
3. DK
A18. Assume for a moment that you had a heart condition and were told by your doctor that you had two choices -- either to have coronary bypass surgery or to take medication every day for the rest of your life. Which one do you think you would choose?

1. BYPASS
2. MEDICATION
DK --------------> QA20

A19. How sure are you that this is what you would choose...

(READ LIST)
1. VERY,
2. SOMEWHAT,
3. OR NOT VERY SURE?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A20. Now assume your doctor said you could choose either to have coronary bypass surgery or exercise at least three times a week for at least half an hour each time. Which one do you think you would choose?

(IWER: IF R SAYS CAN'T EXERCISE, CLARIFY: "By exercise I mean whatever kind of activity or exercise you are capable of.")

1. BYPASS
2. EXERCISE
DK ------------> QA22

A21. How sure are you that this is what you would choose?

(READ LIST)
1. VERY,
2. SOMEWHAT,
3. OR NOT VERY SURE?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A22. If your doctor recommended a major heart operation, would you accept this opinion or get a second opinion before deciding?

1. ACCEPT
2. SECOND OPINION
DK ------------------> QA23

A22a. How sure are you that this is what you would do?

(READ LIST)
1. VERY,
2. SOMEWHAT,
3. OR NOT VERY SURE?
DK (DO NOT READ)
A23. Do you ever get chest pain or discomfort when you walk uphill or hurry?

(IWER: IF R SAYS CAN'T WALK/CAN'T WALK UPHILL, REREAD Q STRESSING HURRY)

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A24. Do you ever get chest pain or discomfort when you walk at an ordinary pace on a level surface, not uphill?

(IWER: IF R SAYS THEY CANNOT WALK, PROBE: "Do you mean you cannot walk because of the chest pain, or for some other reason?")

1. YES
2. NO
6. CANNOT WALK BECAUSE OF CHEST PAIN
7. CANNOT WALK FOR OTHER REASONS
DK

IF QA23 <> YES AND QA24 <> YES AND QA24 <> CANNOT WALK BECAUSE OF CHEST PAIN, GO TO QA29

IF QA23 = YES AND QA24 = CANNOT WALK DUE OTHER REASONS, GO TO QA28

IF QA24 = CANNOT WALK BECAUSE OF CHEST PAIN, GO TO QA28
ALL OTHERS CONTINUE

A25. When you get pain or discomfort in your chest while you are walking, do you stop, slow down, or continue walking at the same pace?

(IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "What do you USUALLY do?")

1. STOP
2. SLOW DOWN
3. CONTINUE AT THE SAME PACE --> QA28
DK -----------------------------> QA28

A26. Does it go away when you stand still?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "sometimes", PROBE: "Does it USUALLY go away when you stand still?")

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA28
DK --------> QA28

A27. How soon...

(READ LIST)

1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS,
2. OR MORE THAN 10 MINUTES?
DK (DO NOT READ)
A28. Where do you get this pain or discomfort -- in the center of your chest, in the left side of your chest ONLY, in the left side of your chest AND your left arm, or somewhere else?

(SELECT ONE ONLY)

1. CENTER OF CHEST
2. LEFT SIDE OF CHEST ONLY
3. LEFT SIDE OF CHEST AND LEFT ARM
4. SOMEWHERE ELSE _______(SPECIFY)
   DK

A29. Have you ever had a severe pain across the front of your chest lasting half an hour or more?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA33
   DK -------> QA33

A29a. How many times has this ever happened?

___ # ATTACKS
   DK

A29b. Did you talk to a doctor about it?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA33
   DK -------> QA33
A29c. What did the doctor say it was?

(DO NOT READ LIST)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) (PROBE: "Anything else?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Dr. wasn't sure but thought it might be..." ENTER '10' AND TYPE EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY.)

01. HEART ATTACK
02. ANGINA
03. HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
04. VALVE DISEASE, MITROVALVE PROLAPSE, AORTIC INSUFFICIENCY, BICUSPID AORTIC VALVE
05. HOLE IN HEART, ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT (ASD), VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT (VSD)
06. BLOCKED/CLOSED ARTERY, CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE (CAD), CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD), ISCHEMIA
07. IRREGULAR/FAST HEART BEAT, ARRHYTHMIA
08. HEART MURMUR
09. HEART FAILURE, CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CHF), ENLARGED HEART
10. OTHER _______ (SPECIFY)
11. NONE
DK
A33. Are you taking any prescription medications for your blood pressure?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A34. (Not including prescription medications, are/Are) you using any other type of treatment or therapy for your blood pressure?

1. YES/R NAMES TREATMENT
2. NO ------------------> QA30
DK ------------------------> QA30

A35. (What is that treatment or therapy?)

(PROBE: "Any others?") (PROBE FOR SPECIFICS)

_____________________________
DK

A30. How long has it been since your last blood pressure test?

(IWER: IF R SAYS LESS THAN ONE MONTH ENTER '0 MO')

__ MONTHS        ( MO=MONTHS / YR=YEARS)
997 MO.  NEVER
DK

IF QA30 = NEVER, GO TO QA36

A31. At that time, was your blood pressure low, about normal, slightly raised, or high?

1. LOW
2. ABOUT NORMAL
3. SLIGHTLY RAISED
4. HIGH
DK ------------------------> QA36

A32. What was the exact reading, if you remember?

___ OVER ___

DK/DON'T REMEMBER/WASN'T TOLD (DO NOT PROBE)
A36. Have you ever had cancer?
   1. YES --> QA38
   2. NO
   DK

A37. Do you think your risk of getting cancer is higher, lower, or about the same as other (men/women) your age?
   1. HIGHER
   2. LOWER ----------> QA37B
   3. ABOUT THE SAME --> QA41
      DK ------------------> QA41

A37a. Would you say a lot higher, somewhat higher, or only a little higher?
   1. A LOT
   2. SOMewhat
   3. A LITTLE
   DK
   GO TO QA41

A37b. Would you say a lot lower, somewhat lower, or only a little lower?
   1. A LOT
   2. SOMewhat
   3. A LITTLE
   DK
   GO TO QA41

A38. Are you currently using any type of treatment or therapy for cancer?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK
ONLY MEN WILL GET PROSTATE CANCER AS A RESPONSE OPTION

ONLY WOMEN WILL GET CERVICAL, OVARIAN AND UTERINE CANCER RESPONSE OPTIONS

A39. What type of cancer have you had?

(DO NOT READ LIST)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) (PROBE: "Any other?")

01. BREAST CANCER
02. CERVICAL CANCER
03. COLON CANCER
04. LUNG CANCER
05. LYMPHOMA OR LEUKEMIA
06. OVARIAN CANCER
07. PROSTATE CANCER
08. SKIN CANCER, MELANOMA
09. UTERINE CANCER
10. OTHER_______(SPECIFY)

DK (DO NOT PROBE)
A41. The next questions are about smoking cigarettes. At what age did you have your very first cigarette?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I don't smoke", PROBE: "At what age did you have your very FIRST cigarette, if EVER?")

__ __ YEARS OLD
997. NEVER HAD A CIGARETTE
DK

IF QA41 = NEVER HAD A CIGARETTE, GO TO QA52

A40. Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly -- that is, at least a few cigarettes every day?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA52
DK --------> QA52

A42. At what age did you begin to smoke REGULARLY?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "By regularly I mean at least a few cigarettes every day.")

__ __ YEARS OLD
DK

A43. Do you smoke cigarettes regularly NOW?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "By regularly I mean at least a few cigarettes every day.")

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA46
DK --------> QA46

A44. On average, about how many cigarettes did you smoke per day during the one year in your life when you smoked most heavily?

(IWER: IF R SAYS NUMBER OF CIGARETTES VARIED, REREAD Q STRESSING 'ON AVERAGE')

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "1 PACK = 20 CIGARETTES")

__ __ CIGARETTES PER DAY
DK
A45. Have you ever tried to quit smoking?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

GO TO QA52

A46. How old were you the last time you smoked regularly?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "By regularly I mean at least a few cigarettes every day.")

___ YEARS OLD
DK

A47. On average, about how many cigarettes did you smoke per day during the one year in your life when you smoked most heavily?

(IWER: IF R SAYS NUMBER OF CIGARETTES VARIED, PROBE: 'ON AVERAGE')
(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "1 PACK = 20 CIGARETTES")

___ # CIGARETTES
DK
A52. The next questions are about alcoholic beverages. How old were you when you had your first drink, not counting a sip of someone else's drink?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I don't drink", PROBE: "How old were you when you had your FIRST drink, if EVER, not counting a sip of someone else's drink?")

___ YEARS OLD
997. NEVER HAD A DRINK --> QA57
DK

IF QA52 = NEVER HAD A DRINK, GO TO QA57

A53. Was there ever a time in your life when you regularly had at least one drink three or more days a week?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA54
DK ---------> QA54

A53a. How old were you when you started drinking that regularly?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "By regularly I mean at least one drink three or more days a week.")

___ YEARS OLD
DK

RESPONSE OPTION 'NEVER DRINK' NOT AVAILABLE IF QA53 = YES

A54. Think about the one year in your life when you drank most, during that year, how often did you TYPICALLY have at least one drink...

(READ LIST)

1. EVERY DAY, -------------------------------> QA55
2. 5 OR 6 DAYS A WEEK, ----------------------> QA55
3. 3 OR 4 DAYS A WEEK, ----------------------> QA55
4. 1 OR 2 DAYS A WEEK, ----------------------> QA55
5. OR LESS THAN ONE DAY A WEEK?
6. NEVER DRINK (VOLUNTEERED) (DO NOT READ) --> QA57
DK (DO NOT READ) ------------------------------> QA57

RESPONSE OPTION 'NEVER DRINK' NOT AVAILABLE IF QA53 = YES
A54a. Would that be three or four days a month, one or two days a month, or less often than that?

1. 3 OR 4 DAYS A MONTH
2. 1 OR 2 DAYS A MONTH
3. LESS OFTEN THAN ONE DAY A MONTH
4. NEVER DRINK (VOLUNTEERED) -------> QA57

DK -----------------------------> QA57

A55. (IWER READ THIS Q SLOWLY) By one 'drink', we mean either a bottle of beer, a wine cooler, a glass of wine, a shot of liquor, or a mixed drink. With these definitions in mind, during that year you drank most, about how many drinks would you usually have on the days that you drank?

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT VARIED, PROBE: "On AVERAGE, on the days you would drink, about how many drinks did you usually have?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Less than one drink" OR "Half a drink" ENTER "00.5")

(IWER: ENTER WHOLE DRINKS TO THE LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT AND ENTER PARTIAL DRINKS TO THE RIGHT OF THE DECIMAL POINT)

___.__ # DRINKS
DK

A56. How old were you the last time you regularly drank this often?

___ YEARS OLD
DK
A57. The next questions are about your mood. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, was there ever a time when you felt sad, blue, or depressed for two weeks or more in a row?

1. YES
2. NO ----------------------------------------> QA69
6. I DID NOT FEEL DEPRESSED BECAUSE I WAS ON --> QA69
   ANTI-DEPRESSANT MEDICATION
DK ---------------------------------------------> QA69

A58. Please think of THE TWO-WEEK PERIOD during the past 12 months when these feelings were worst. During that time, did the feelings of being sad, blue, or depressed usually last...

(READ LIST)
1. ALL DAY LONG,
2. MOST OF THE DAY,
3. ABOUT HALF THE DAY, ----------> QA69
4. OR LESS THAN HALF THE DAY? --> QA69
DK (DO NOT READ) -----------------> QA69

A59. During the two weeks when these feelings were worst, how often did you feel this way...

(READ LIST)
1. EVERY DAY,
2. ALMOST EVERY DAY,
3. OR LESS OFTEN THAN THAT? --> QA69
DK (DO NOT READ) -----------------> QA69

A60. During those two weeks, did you lose interest in most things?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I'm usually not interested in things", REREAD Q ADDING "...MORE than is usual for you?")

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A61. Thinking about those same two weeks, did you feel more tired out or low on energy than is usual for you?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A62. During those same two weeks, did you lose your appetite?

1. YES --> QA63
2. NO
DK
A62A. Did your appetite INCREASE during those same two weeks?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK

A63. Did you have more trouble falling asleep than you usually do during those two weeks?
   1. YES
   2. NO ---> QA64
   DK -----> QA64

A63a. Did that happen EVERY NIGHT, NEARLY EVERY NIGHT, or LESS OFTEN during those two weeks?
   1. EVERY NIGHT
   2. NEARLY EVERY NIGHT
   3. LESS OFTEN THAN THAT
   DK

A64. During that same two week period, did you have a lot more trouble concentrating than usual?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK

A65. People sometimes feel down on themselves, no good, or worthless. During that two week period, did you feel this way?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK

A66. Did you think a lot about death -- either your own, someone else's, or death in general -- during those two weeks?
   1. YES
   2. NO
   DK
IF ONE OR MORE "YES" RESPONSES IN (QA60, QA61, QA62, QA62A, QA64, QA65, QA66), OR QA63A = NEARLY EVERY NIGHT OR EVERY NIGHT, CONTINUE, OTHERWISE GO TO QA80

A67. To review, you had two weeks in a row during the past 12 months when you were sad, blue, or depressed and also had some other feelings or problems like you (READ UP TO THE FIRST 3 'YES' RESPONSES TO QA60 - QA66). About how many weeks altogether did you feel this way during the PAST 12 MONTHS?

(IWER: IF R JUST SAYS A NUMBER ASSUME WEEKS)

_____ WEEKS < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
52 WK THE ENTIRE YEAR < one-half = 1/2 >
DK < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
< one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >

(DY = DAYS/WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS)

IF QA67 = THE ENTIRE YEAR, GO TO QA80

A68. MO Think about the MOST RECENT time when you had two weeks in a row when you felt this way. In what month was this?

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT HAPPENED OVER TWO OR MORE MONTHS ENTER THE MOST RECENT MONTH)

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "During the past 12 months.")

(MONTH)

01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
96. CURRENTLY FEEL THIS WAY/HASN'T ENDED
DK
IF QA68.MO = CURRENT MONTH, ENTER YEAR, OTHERWISE GO TO QA80

A68.YR  (Think about the MOST RECENT time when you had two weeks in a row when you felt this way.) (In what YEAR was this?)

(YEAR)

94.  1994
95.  1995
DK

GO TO QA80
A69. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, was there ever a time lasting two weeks or more when you lost interest in most things like hobbies, work, or activities that usually give you pleasure?

1. YES
2. NO ------------------------------------------------> QA80
6. I DID NOT FEEL LOSS OF INTEREST BECAUSE I WAS ON --> QA80 ANTI-DEPRESSANT MEDICATION
DK ----------------------------------------------------> QA80

A70. Please think of THE TWO-WEEK PERIOD during the past 12 months when you had the MOST COMPLETE loss of interest in things. During that time, did the loss of interest usually last...

(READ LIST)
1. ALL DAY LONG,
2. MOST OF THE DAY,
3. ABOUT HALF THE DAY, -----------> QA80
4. OR LESS THAN HALF THE DAY? --> QA80
DK (DO NOT READ) ----------------- QA80

A71. During the two weeks when these feelings were worst, how often did you feel this way...

(READ LIST)
1. EVERY DAY,
2. ALMOST EVERY DAY,
3. OR LESS OFTEN THAN THAT? --> QA80
DK (DO NOT READ) --------------> QA80

A72. Thinking about those same two weeks, did you feel more tired out or low on energy than is usual for you?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A73. During those same two weeks, did you lose your appetite?

1. YES --> QA74
2. NO
DK

A73A. Did your appetite INCREASE during those same two weeks?

1. YES
2. NO
DK
A74. Did you have more trouble falling asleep than you usually do during those two weeks?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QA75
DK -------> QA75

A74a. Did that happen EVERY NIGHT, NEARLY EVERY NIGHT, or LESS OFTEN during those two weeks?

1. EVERY NIGHT
2. NEARLY EVERY NIGHT
3. LESS OFTEN THAN THAT
DK

A75. During that same two week period, did you have a lot more trouble concentrating than usual?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A76. People sometimes feel down on themselves, no good, or worthless. During that two week period, did you feel this way?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A77. Did you think a lot about death -- either your own, someone else's, or death in general -- during those two weeks?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

IF ONE OR MORE "YES" RESPONSES IN (QA72, QA73, QA73A, QA75, QA76, QA77), OR QA74A = NEARLY EVERY NIGHT OR EVERY NIGHT, CONTINUE, OTHERWISE GO TO QA80

A78. To review, you had two weeks in a row during the past 12 months when you lost interest in most things and also had some other feelings or problems such as you (READ UP TO THE FIRST 3 'YES' RESPONSES TO QA72 - QA77). About how many weeks altogether did you feel this way during the past 12 months?

52 WK. THE ENTIRE YEAR < one-quarter,one-fourth=1/4 >
DK < one-half=1/2 >
< three-quarters,three-fourths=3/4 >
< one-third=1/3 >
< two-thirds=2/3 >

(DY=Days/WK=Weeks/MO=Months)
IF QA78 = THE ENTIRE YEAR, GO TO QA80

A79.MO  Think about the MOST RECENT time when you had two weeks in a row when you felt this way. In what month was this?

   (IWER: IF R SAYS IT HAPPENED OVER TWO OR MORE MONTHS ENTER THE MOST RECENT MONTH)

   (IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "During the past 12 months.")

   (MONTH)

01.  JANUARY
02.  FEBRUARY
03.  MARCH
04.  APRIL
05.  MAY
06.  JUNE
07.  JULY
08.  AUGUST
09.  SEPTEMBER
10.  OCTOBER
11.  NOVEMBER
12.  DECEMBER
96.  CURRENTLY FEEL THIS WAY/HASN'T ENDED
DK

IF QA79.MO = CURRENT MONTH, ENTER YEAR, OTHERWISE GO TO QA80

A79.YR  (Think about the MOST RECENT time when you had two weeks in a row when you felt this way.) (In what YEAR was this?)

   (YEAR)

94.  1994
95.  1995
DK
A80. People differ a lot in how much they worry. Considering how things have been going in your life over the PAST 12 MONTHS, do you worry MORE than most people in the same situation, LESS than most people, or ABOUT THE SAME as most people in the same situation?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I don't know anybody in the SAME situation", PROBE: "Try to imagine how much most people would worry if they were in your situation.")

1. MORE ----------------> QA81
2. LESS ----------------------> QA81
3. ABOUT THE SAME ---------------> QA81
7. I DON'T WORRY AT ALL (VOLUNTEERED) --> QA87
DK ----------------------> QA81

A80a. Would you say A LOT MORE than most people, SOMEWHAT, or only A LITTLE?

1. A LOT MORE
2. SOMEWHAT
3. A LITTLE
DK

A81. Thinking about the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you worry...

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT VARIES, PROBE: "On AVERAGE over the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you worry..." AND READ LIST)

(READ LIST)

1. EVERY DAY,
2. JUST ABOUT EVERY DAY,
3. MOST DAYS,
4. ABOUT HALF THE DAYS,
5. OR LESS THAN HALF THE DAYS? --> QA87
DK (DO NOT READ)

A81a. On days you worry, does the worry usually last...

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT VARIES, PROBE: "On AVERAGE on the days you worry, does the worry usually last..." AND READ LIST)

(READ LIST)

1. ALL DAY LONG,
2. MOST OF THE DAY,
3. ABOUT HALF,
4. OR LESS THAN HALF THE DAY?
DK (DO NOT READ)
A82. Do you usually worry about ONE particular thing or MORE THAN ONE thing?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "What kind of things?", CLARIFY: "We mean one particular thing, such as your job security, your parents' health, or your child's problems at school.")

1. ONE THING
2. MORE THAN ONE
DK

A82a. Do you ever have different worries on your mind AT THE SAME TIME?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

IF QA82 <> MORE THAN ONE THING AND QA82A <> YES, GO TO QA87

A83. Do you worry about things that are not likely to happen?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A83a. Do you worry about things that are not really serious?

1. YES
2. NO
DK

A84. How often is your worry so strong that you can't put it out of your mind no matter how hard you try...

(READ LIST)

1. OFTEN,
2. SOMETIMES,
3. RARELY,
4. OR NEVER?
DK (DO NOT READ)

A84a. How often do you find it difficult to CONTROL your worry...

(READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

1. OFTEN,
2. SOMETIMES,
3. RARELY,
4. OR NEVER?
DK (DO NOT READ)
INTRO.QA85

Some people have physical reactions because of their worry. Thinking about the PAST 12 MONTHS, how often did you have each of the following reactions because of your worry? Include ONLY physical reactions that might have been caused by your worry, not those that were caused by something else.

A85(A-J). (First, how/How) often

(over the PAST 12 MONTHS)

A. "were you restless because of your worry?"
B. "were you keyed up, on edge, or had a lot of nervous energy?"
C. "were you irritable because of your worry?"
D. "did you have trouble falling asleep?"
E. "did you have trouble staying asleep because of your worry?"
F. "did you have trouble keeping your mind on what you were doing?"
G. "did you have trouble remembering things because of your worry?"
H. "were you low on energy?"
I. "did you tire easily because of your worry?"
J. "did you have sore or aching muscles because of tension?"

(Would you say MOST DAYS, ABOUT HALF THE DAYS, LESS THAN HALF THE DAYS or NEVER?)

(IWER: IF R VOLUNTEERS SYMPTOM IS DUE TO ILLNESS, INJURY, MEDICATION, OR ANYTHING EXCEPT WORRY, ENTER '4')

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I've always felt/been that way", ENTER '4')

1. MOST DAYS
2. ABOUT HALF THE DAYS
3. LESS THAN HALF THE DAYS
4. NEVER
DK
A86. How much does the worry interfere with your life or activities...

(READ LIST)

1. A LOT,
2. SOME,
3. A LITTLE,
4. OR NOT AT ALL?
DK (DO NOT READ)
A87. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did you ever have a spell or an attack when ALL OF A SUDDEN you felt frightened, anxious, or very uneasy, in a situation when most people would not be afraid or anxious?

(IWER: IF R IS NOT SURE WHETHER A SITUATION COUNTS, PROBE: "In your opinion, was this a situation where most people would NOT be afraid or anxious?" AND REREAD Q IF NECESSARY)

(IF NECESSARY, CLARIFY: "Please DO NOT include a situation that was due to any PHYSICAL CAUSE, like a heart problem.")

1. YES --> QA88
2. NO
DK

A87a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did you ever have a spell or attack when for no reason your heart suddenly began to race, you felt faint, or you couldn't catch your breath? When we say, 'for no reason,' we mean that it was NOT due to any physical cause, like a heart problem.

1. YES
2. NO --> QB1
DK -------> QB1

A88. About how many attacks did you have in the past 12 months?

(IF NECESSARY, CLARIFY: "Please DO NOT include a situation that was due to any PHYSICAL CAUSE, like a heart problem.")

___ # ATTACKS IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
DK

A89. Did (this attack happen in a situation/ALL of these attacks happen in situations) when you were in danger or were the center of attention?

(IF NECESSARY, CLARIFY: "Please DO NOT include a situation that was due to any PHYSICAL CAUSE, like a heart problem.")

1. YES
2. NO
DK
A90(A-F). A. "When you have attacks, does your heart pound?"
   B. "(When you have attacks,) do you have tightness, pain, or discomfort in your chest or stomach?"
   C. "(When you have attacks,) do you sweat?"
   D. "(When you have attacks,) do you tremble or shake?"
   E. "(When you have attacks,) do you have hot flashes or chills?"
   F. "(When you have attacks,) do you, or things around you, seem unreal?"

(IF NECESSARY, CLARIFY: "Please DO NOT include a situation that was due to any PHYSICAL CAUSE, like a heart problem.")

1. YES
2. NO
DK
B1. The next questions are for classification purposes. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you completed?

(IF R SAYS 2, 3, 4, OR 5 YEARS OF COLLEGE PROBE: "Did you receive a degree?")

(Do not read list)

01. NO SCHOOL/SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-6)
02. EIGHTH GRADE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (7-8)
03. SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-12 NO DIPLOMA/NO GED)
04. GED
05. GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
06. 1 TO 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
07. 3 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
08. GRADUATED FROM A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, OR ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
09. GRADUATED FROM A FOUR- OR FIVE-YEAR COLLEGE, OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE
10. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL
11. MASTER'S DEGREE
12. PH.D., ED.D., MD, DDS, LLB, LLD, JD, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
DK

B2. The next questions are about your employment history. How old were you when you first worked for pay for six months or more, whether part-time or full-time?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "I mean work for pay only; volunteer work is not included")

____ YEARS OLD
996. NEVER HAD PAID JOB
DK
IF QB2 = NEVER HAD A PAID JOB, GO TO QB17

B3. What about your current employment situation -- are you WORKING NOW FOR PAY, SELF-EMPLOYED, LOOKING FOR WORK, TEMPORARILY LAI D OFF, RETIRED, A HOMEMAKER, A FULL-TIME or PART-TIME STUDENT, or SOMETHING ELSE?

(DO NOT READ LIST)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)  (DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS)

01. WORKING NOW
02. SELF-EMPLOYED
03. LOOKING FOR WORK; UNEMPLOYED
04. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF
05. RETIRED
06. HOMEMAKER
07. FULL-TIME STUDENT
08. PART-TIME STUDENT
09. MATERNITY OR SICK LEAVE (VOLUNTEERED)
10. PERMANENTLY DISABLED (VOLUNTEERED)
11. OTHER_______(SPECIFY)
DK

IF QB3 = WORKING NOW OR SELF-EMPLOYED, GO TO QB8.2

B5. How long (have you been [laid off/on leave/retired/unemployed]/has it been since the last time you had a paid job)?

9997 WK. NEVER WORKED   < one-quarter, one-fourth=1/4 >
DK
< one-half=1/2 >
< three-quarters, three-fourths=3/4 >
< one-third=1/3 >
< two-thirds=2/3 >

(WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS/YR=YEARS)
IF QB5 = NEVER WORKED, GO TO QB17
IF QB3 = TEMPORARILY LAID OFF ONLY, GO TO QB8.2
IF QB3 = MATERNITY OR SICK LEAVE ONLY, GO TO QB8.2

B4. What happened -- were you fired or laid off, did the company close down, did you quit, choose to retire or did something else happen?

(Do not read list)

(Select all that apply) (Do not probe for others)

1. FIRED
2. LAID OFF
3. PLANT/COMPANY CLOSED
4. QUIT
5. RETIRED
6. WORK FORCE REDUCTION (VOLUNTEERED)
7. OTHER (SPECIFY)
DK

B6. Are you doing ANY work for pay at the present time?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment.")

1. YES
2. NO ---> QB14.2
DK -------> QB14.2

B8.2 Think about your main job (from which you are currently [on leave/laid off]). Do you supervise anyone on this job?

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I work at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

1. YES
2. NO ---> CK.QB10
DK -------> CK.QB10

B8.3 How many people do you supervise?

(IWER: THIS IS NOT LIMITED TO DIRECT SUPERVISION. ACCEPT ANY NUMBER R GIVES)

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

____ # of people
DK
B10. Do you have an employer on this job, or are you self-employed?

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I work at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

1. HAS EMPLOYER
2. SELF-EMPLOYED
DK

B9. (IWER: GET INDUSTRY DETAIL:)
What kind of business or company is this?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (What do they make or do where you work? (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ACTIVITY))

(B) (Is this government/public or private? Wholesale or retail?)

(C) (Is this a company that only does____, or do they make/sell/do other things as well?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I work at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

DK

B9.1 What is your job title?

(DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I work at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QB9])

DK
B8.  (IWER: GET OCCUPATION DETAIL:)  
What are YOUR most important activities or duties?  

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)  

(A) (Could you tell me more?)  

(B) (What do you make/do/teach/sell? -- (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ MACHINE))  

(C) (Exactly) (What kind of work do you do at this job?)  

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )  

(IWER: IF R OFFERS A TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY, PROBE: "What EXACTLY do you do, for example, TEACH HIGH SCHOOL MATH, OPERATE A TEXTILE WEAVING MACHINE, or SELL BOOKS AT A RETAIL STORE?")  

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I work at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")  

(INDUSTRY: [QB9])  

(JOB TITLE: [QB9.1])  

DK  

B11. (When you are working, about/About) how many hours do you work for pay in an AVERAGE WEEK on your MAIN JOB?  

(PROBE: "Your BEST estimate is fine.")  

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment.")  

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Less than one hour a week", ENTER "000")  

(IWER: IF NECESSARY PROBE: "Please tell me how many hours you WORK, if it is different from how many hours you are paid for.")  

___ # HOURS PER AVERAGE WEEK  
DK
B11a. (When you are working, in/In) an average week, how many hours do you work for pay at ANY OTHER JOBS?

(PROBE: "Your BEST estimate is fine.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Less than one hour a week", ENTER "000")

(IWER: IF R SAYS "I have only one job", ENTER "000")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY PROBE: "Please tell me how many hours you WORK, if it is different from how many hours you are paid for.")

___   # HOURS PER AVERAGE WEEK

DK

B12. About how many nights in the past 12 months did your work require you to be away from home overnight? Count any nights when you were away from home overnight because of your work, whether you were travelling or working a normal night shift.

(IWER: IF R WORKS NIGHT SHIFTS ENTER # OF NIGHTS THEY WORKED IN THE PAST YEAR)

___ # NIGHTS

DK

GO TO QB17

B14.2 Thinking about the last job you had (from which you retired). Did you supervise anyone?

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

1. YES
2. NO ---> QB16

DK -------> QB16

B14.3 How many people did you supervise?

(IWER: THIS IS NOT LIMITED TO DIRECT SUPERVISION. ACCEPT ANY NUMBER R GIVES)

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

___ # of people

DK
B16. Did you have an employer on that job or were you self-employed?

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

1. HAD EMPLOYER
2. SELF-EMPLOYED
DK

B15. (IWER: GET INDUSTRY DETAIL:)
What kind of business or company was this?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (What did they make or do where you worked? (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ACTIVITY))

(B) (Was this government/public or private? Wholesale or retail?)

(C) (Was this a company that only did ____, or did they make/sell/do other things as well?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

DK

B15.1 What was your job title?

(Do not probe for others)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QB15])

DK
B14. (IWER: GET OCCUPATION DETAIL:)
What were YOUR most important activities or duties?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (Could you tell me more?)

(B) (What did you make/do/teach/sell? -- (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ MACHINE))

(C) (Exactly) (What kind of work did you do at this job?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R OFFERS A TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY, PROBE: "What EXACTLY did you do, for example, TAUGHT HIGH SCHOOL MATH, OPERATED A TEXTILE WEAVING MACHINE, or SOLD BOOKS AT A RETAIL STORE?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about your main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QB15])

(JOB TITLE: [QB15.1])

___________________________________________________________
DK
B17. Are you married, separated, divorced, widowed, or never married?

1. MARRIED
2. SEPARATED
3. DIVORCED
4. WIDOWED
5. NEVER MARRIED --> QB24
DK -----------------> QB24

B19. How many times have you been married altogether?

___ # TIMES MARRIED
DK

B18.MO In what month and year were you married (for the first time)?

(MONTH)

01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK

B18.YR (In what month and year were you married (for the first time)?) (In what YEAR was this?)

(YEAR)

19__ YEAR
DK

IF QB19 = 1 AND QB17 = MARRIED, GO TO QB26
IF QB19 = 1 AND QB17 = SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, GO TO QB22.MO
IF QB19 = 1 AND QB17 = WIDOWED, GO TO QB23.MO

B20. Did your first marriage end in widowhood or divorce?

1. WIDOWHOOD
2. DIVORCE ---> QB20B.MO
DK ------------------> QB20B.MO
B20a.MO  In what month and year did your first (husband/wife) die?

(MONTH)
01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK

B20a.YR  (In what month and year did your first (husband/wife) die?) (In what YEAR was that?)

(YEAR)

19__ YEAR
DK

GO TO QB21.MO

B20b.MO  In what month and year did you actually stop living with your first (husband/wife) for the last time?

(MONTH)
01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK
B20b.YR  (In what month and year did you actually stop living with your first (husband/wife) for the last time?) (In what YEAR was that?)

(YEAR)

19__. YEAR
DK

B21.MO  And in what month and year did your most recent marriage begin?

(MONTH)

01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK

B21.YR  (And in what month and year did your most recent marriage begin?) (In what YEAR was that?)

(YEAR)

19__. YEAR
DK
IF QB17 = MARRIED, GO TO QB26
IF QB17 = SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, GO TO QB22.MO
IF QB17 = WIDOWED, GO TO QB23.MO

B22.MO In what month and year did you actually stop living with your (most recent) (husband/wife) for the last time?

(MONTH)
01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK

B22.YR (In what month and year did you actually stop living with your (most recent) (husband/wife) for the last time?) (In what YEAR was this?)

(YEAR)
19__ YEAR
DK

GO TO QB24

B23.MO In what month and year did your (most recent) (husband/wife) die?

(MONTH)
01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK
B23.YR  (In what month and year did your (most recent) (husband/wife) die?)
(In what YEAR was this?)

(YEAR)

19__  YEAR
DK

B24.  Are you currently living with someone in a steady, marriage-like relationship?

1.  YES
2.  NO ---> QB35
DK ------> QB35

B25.  How long have you been living together?

___  < one-quarter, one-fourth=1/4 >
DK  < one-half=1/2 >
    < three-quarters, three-fourths=3/4 >
    < one-third=1/3 >
    < two-thirds=2/3 >

(WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS/YR=YEARS)
B26. In what year was your (spouse/partner) born?

19__ YEAR
DK

B27. What is the highest grade of school or year of college your (spouse/partner) completed?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What is your best estimate?)

(IF R SAYS 2, 3, 4, OR 5 YEARS OF COLLEGE PROBE: "Did (he/she) receive a degree?")

01. NO SCHOOL/SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-6)
02. EIGHTH GRADE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (7-8)
03. SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-12 NO DIPLOMA/NO GED)
04. GED
05. GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
06. 1 TO 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
07. 3 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
08. GRADUATED FROM A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, OR ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
09. GRADUATED FROM A FOUR- OR FIVE-YEAR COLLEGE, OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE
10. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL
11. MASTER'S DEGREE
12. PH.D., ED.D., MD, DDS, LLB, LLD, JD, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
DK

B28. What is your (spouse/partner)'s current employment status? Is (he/she) WORKING NOW FOR PAY, SELF-EMPLOYED, LOOKING FOR WORK, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, RETIRED, A HOMEMAKER, A FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME STUDENT, or SOMETHING ELSE?

(Do not read list)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) (DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS)

01. WORKING NOW
02. SELF-EMPLOYED
03. LOOKING FOR WORK; UNEMPLOYED
04. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF
05. RETIRED
06. HOMEMAKER
07. FULL-TIME STUDENT
08. PART-TIME STUDENT
09. MATERNITY OR SICK LEAVE (VOLUNTEERED)
10. PERMANENTLY DISABLED (VOLUNTEERED)
11. OTHER_______(SPECIFY)
DK
IF QB28 = WORKING NOW OR SELF-EMPLOYED, GO TO QB33.2

B30. How long has it been since (he/she) (was laid off/went on leave/retired/last had a job)?

___                             < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4   >
9997 WK. NEVER WORKED           < one-half = 1/2                      >
DK                              < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
< one-third = 1/3               >
< two-thirds = 2/3              >

(WK = WEEKS/MO = MONTHS/YR = YEARS)

IF QB30 = NEVER WORKED, GO TO QB35
IF QB28 = TEMPORARILY LAID OFF ONLY, GO TO QB33.2
IF QB28 = MATERNITY OR SICK LEAVE ONLY, GO TO QB33.2

B29. What happened -- was (he/she) fired or laid off, did the company close down, did (he/she) quit, choose to retire or did something else happen?

(DO NOT READ LIST)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) (PROBE FOR OTHERS)

1. FIRED
2. LAID OFF
3. PLANT/COMPANY CLOSED
4. QUIT
5. RETIRED
6. WORK FORCE REDUCTION (VOLUNTEERED)
7. OTHER _______(SPECIFY)
DK

B31. Is (he/she) doing ANY work for pay at the present time?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment.")

1. YES
2. NO
DK

B33.2 Please think about the main job your (spouse/partner) (has AT THE PRESENT time./had most recently.) (Does/Did) (he/she) supervise anyone on this job?

(IWER: IF R SAYS '(he/she) (works/worked) at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about (his/her) main job.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

1. YES
2. NO
DK
IF QB28 = SELF-EMPLOYED, GO TO QB34

B34.2 (Does/Did) (he/she) have an employer on this job, or (is/was) (he/she) self-employed?

(IWER: IF R SAYS '(he/she) (works/worked) at more than one job',
PROBE:  "Tell me about (his/her) main job.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY:  "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

1. HAS/HAD EMPLOYER
2. SELF-EMPLOYED
DK

B34. (IWER: GET INDUSTRY DETAIL:)
What kind of business or company (is/was) this?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (What (do/did) they make or do where (he/she) (works/worked)?
(SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ ACTIVITY))

(B) ((Is/Was) this government/public or private?  Wholesale or retail?)

(C) ((Is/Was) this a company that only (does/did) ____, or (do/did) they make/sell/do other things as well?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...', TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS '(he/she) (works/worked) at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about (his/her) main job.")

DK
B34.1 What (is/was) (his/her) job title?

(Do not probe for others)

(IWER: If R says 'I don't know because...', type in exactly what they say)

(IWER: If R says '(he/she) (works/worked) at more than one job', probe: "Tell me about (his/her) main job."

(Industry: [QB34])

DK

B33. (IWER: Get occupation detail:)
What (are/were) (his/her) most important activities or duties?

(IWER use probes as necessary, type letter of probe used first and then type response)

(A) (Could you tell me more?)

(B) (What (does/did) (he/she) make/do/teach/sell? -- (Specific product/machine))

(C) (Exactly) (What kind of work (does/did) (he/she) do at this job?)

(IWER: For all other probes you use: specify /)

(IWER: If R offers a type of business or industry, probe: "What exactly (does/did) (he/she) do, for example, teach high school math, operate a textile weaving machine, or sell books at a retail store?")

(IWER: If R says 'I don't know because...', type in exactly what they say)

(IWER: If R says '(he/she) (works/worked) at more than one job', probe: "Tell me about (his/her) main job."

(Industry: [QB34])

(Job title: [QB34.1])

DK
B35. The next few questions are about your children. First, how many BIOLOGICAL children do you have? Do not count step children, adopted children, or foster children.

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY, "Please include ONLY living children.")

___ # CHILDREN
DK

IF QB35 = 0 OR DON’T KNOW, GO TO QB37

ASK QB36(A-C) FOR EACH BIOLOGICAL CHILD COUNTED IN QB35 (UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 10 CHILDREN)

ASK QB36.(1-10)C ONLY IF QB36b = 1994 or 1995

B36.(1-10)a. (Is/Starting with the oldest, is/How about the next oldest, is/And what about the youngest, is) that child a male or female?

1. MALE
2. FEMALE

B36.(1-10)b. What year was (he/she) born?

19___ YEAR
DK

B36.(1-10)c. In what month was (he/she) born?

01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK
B37. How many other children do you have, including step children, adopted children, and any others you helped to raise for at least five years?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY, "Please include ONLY living children."

    __ # CHILDREN DK

IF QB37 = 0 OR DON’T KNOW, GO TO QE1
IF QB35 > = 10, GO TO QE1

IF (QB35 + QB37) = MORE THAN 10, ASK QB37(A-D) FOR (10 - [QB35]) CHILDREN

ASK QB37.(1-10)D ONLY IF QB37C = 1994 or 1995

B37.(1-10)a. (Is that non-biological child/Starting with the oldest non-biological child, is that child/How about the next oldest non-biological child, is that child/And what about the youngest non-biological child, is that child) a male or female?

    1. MALE
    2. FEMALE

B37.(1-10)b. (Is (he/she).../What is your relationship with (him/her)?)

(READ LIST/READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

    1. A STEP CHILD (OR CHILD OF A SPOUSE OR PARTNER),
    2. ADOPTED CHILD,
    3. FOSTER CHILD,
    4. OR SOMETHING ELSE? ______(SPECIFY) DK (DO NOT READ)

B37.(1-10)c. What year was (he/she) born?

    19__ YEAR DK
B37.(1-10)d. In what month was (he/she) born?

01. JANUARY
02. FEBRUARY
03. MARCH
04. APRIL
05. MAY
06. JUNE
07. JULY
08. AUGUST
09. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER
DK
E1. The next questions are about your living arrangements over the past 5 years. Was there ever a time over the past five years when you lived in an institutional setting such as a boarding school or college dormitory, a prison, a hospital or nursing home, an armed forces barracks, or a rooming house?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QE2
DK --------> QE2

E1a. Altogether, how much time did you live in any of these institutional settings over the past 5 years?

(IF R SAYS THEY WERE IN INSTITUTIONS OFF AND ON OVER PAST 5 YEARS, PROBE: "About how much time ALTOGETHER did you live in any of these institutional settings?")

(IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What's your best estimate?")

______ < one-quarter,one-fourth=1/4
DK < one-half=1/2
< three-quarters,three-fourths=3/4
< one-third=1/3
< two-thirds=2/3

(DY=DAYS/WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS/YR=YEARS)

E2. (Not counting this time in institutional settings, was/Was) there ever a time over the past 5 years when you were homeless? By 'homeless' we mean not having a regular residence. Do not include any time you temporarily MOVE in with friends or relatives.

1. YES
2. NO ---> QE3
DK --------> QE3

E2a. How much time were you homeless over the past 5 years?

(IF R SAYS THEY WERE HOMELESS OFF AND ON OVER PAST 5 YEARS, PROBE: "About how much time ALTOGETHER were you homeless?")

(IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What's your best estimate?")

______ < one-quarter,one-fourth=1/4
DK < one-half=1/2
< three-quarters,three-fourths=3/4
< one-third=1/3
< two-thirds=2/3

(DY=DAYS/WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS/YR=YEARS)
E3. (Not counting the time you were [homeless/living in an institutional setting/homeless or living in an institutional setting], was/Was) there ever a time over the past 5 years when you did not have a telephone in your home or apartment?

1. YES
2. NO ---> QCA
DK -------> QCA

E3a. How much time were you without a phone in your home or apartment over the past 5 years?

(IWER: IF R SAYS HAD PHONE OFF AND ON OVER PAST 5 YEARS, PROBE: "About how much time ALTOGETHER were you without a phone?")

(IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What’s your best estimate?")

______                      < one-quarter, one-fourth=1/4 >
DK                          < one-half=1/2 >
< three-quarters, three-fourths=3/4 >
< one-third=1/3 >
< two-thirds=2/3 >

(DY=DAYS/WK=WEEKS/MO=MONTHS/YR=YEARS)
CA. The next set of questions is about your childhood background. First, did you live with both of your biological parents up until you were 16?

1. YES --> QC2
2. NO

CB. Why didn't you live with your biological parents?

(DO NOT READ LIST)

(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) (DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS)

(IF R SAYS WHO THEY LIVED WITH, PROBE: "Did your biological mother or father die, were your parents separated or divorced or was there some other reason?")

1. MOTHER DIED
2. FATHER DIED
3. PARENTS SEPARATED/DIVORCED
4. PARENTS NEVER LIVED TOGETHER, NEVER KNEW BIO MOTHER/FATHER
5. ADOPTED AT BIRTH
6. ADOPTED NOT AT BIRTH
7. OTHER _______ SPECIFY

DK

ASK QCB.(1-7) ONLY FOR RESPONSES SELECTED IN QCB

CB.(1-7) How old were you when

(IWER: IF R SAYS LESS THAN 1 YEAR OLD, ENTER '000')

1. your mother died?
2. your father died?
3. your parents separated or divorced?
6. you were adopted?
7. [QCB OTHER SPECIFY]?

___ YEARS OLD

DK
C1. Who was the male head of your household for most of your childhood?

(IWER: IF R SAYS "Father", PROBE: "Was that your biological father, adoptive father, step-father, or someone else?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT CHANGED, PROBE: "Who raised you for MOST of the time before you turned 17?")

1. BIOLOGICAL FATHER
2. ADOPTIVE FATHER
3. STEP FATHER (SPOUSE/PARTNER OF MOTHER)
4. OTHER MALE_________(SPECIFY)
5. NO MALE IN HOUSEHOLD ------------------------> QC7
DK --------------------------> QC7

C2. What was the highest grade of school or year of college (your father/he) completed?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What is your best estimate?")

(IF R SAYS 2,3,4, OR 5 YEARS OF COLLEGE PROBE: "Did he receive a degree?")

01. NO SCHOOL/SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-6)
02. EIGHTH GRADE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (7-8)
03. SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-12 NO DIPLOMA/NO GED)
04. GED
05. GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
06. 1 TO 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
07. 3 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
08. GRADUATED FROM A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, OR ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE
09. GRADUATED FROM A FOUR- OR FIVE-YEAR COLLEGE, OR BACHELOR’S DEGREE
10. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL
11. MASTER’S DEGREE
12. PH.D., ED.D., MD, DDS, LLB, LL.D, JD, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
DK

C3. How much of your childhood did (your father/[QC1]) either work FOR PAY or work in a family business...

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes self-employment."

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Farming counts as working in a family business."

(READ LIST)

1. ALL, ----------------> QC5.2
2. MOST, --------------> QC5.2
3. SOME, ----------------> QC5.2
4. A LITTLE,
5. OR NOT AT ALL?
DK (DO NOT READ)
C3a. What was the main reason he was not working for pay during most of your childhood years?

(DO NOT READ LIST) (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)

(DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS) (DO NOT PROBE FOR MAIN REASON)

(IWER: IF R SAYS HE WAS SELF-EMPLOYED OR A FARMER, CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes farming and self-employment." F9 AND REREAD QC3)

01. A PHYSICAL DISABILITY OR INJURY
02. ALCOHOL OR DRUG ABUSE
03. A MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL DISABILITY
04. TO STAY AT HOME TO RAISE CHILDREN
10. OTHER ______ (SPECIFY)
DK

GO TO QC7

C5.2 Thinking of the main job he had for pay during those years, did he supervise anyone on that job?

(IWER: IF R SAYS FATHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "Tell me about the job he had for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'He worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about his main job.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Supervise does not include students or trainees")

1. YES
2. NO
DK

C6.2 Did he have an employer on that job, or was he self-employed?

(IWER: IF R SAYS FATHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "Tell me about the job he had for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'He worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about his main job.")

1. HAD EMPLOYER
2. SELF-EMPLOYED
DK
C6. (IWER: GET INDUSTRY DETAIL:)
What kind of business or company was that?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (What did they make or do where he worked? (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ACTIVITY))

(B) (Was this government/public or private? Wholesale or retail?)

(C) (Was this a company that only did ____, or did they make/sell/do other things as well?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS FATHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What kind of business or company did he work in for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'He worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about his main job.")

______________________________________________________________
DK

C6.1 What was his job title?

(DO NOT PROBE FOR OTHERS)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS FATHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What was his job title for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'He worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about his main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QC6] )

______________________________________________________________
DK
C5. (IWER: GET OCCUPATION DETAIL:
What were HIS most important activities or duties?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (Could you tell me more?)

(B) (What did he make/do/teach/sell? -- (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ MACHINE))

(C) (Exactly) (What kind of work did he do at this job?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R OFFERS A TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY, PROBE: "What EXACTLY did he do, for example, TEACH HIGH SCHOOL MATH, OPERATE A TEXTILE WEAVING MACHINE, or SELL BOOKS AT A RETAIL STORE?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS FATHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What kind of work did he do for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'He worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about his main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QC6] )

(JOB TITLE: [QC6.1])

DK

IF QCA = YES, GO TO QC8

C7. Who was the female head of your household for most of your childhood?

(IWER: IF SAYS "Mother", PROBE: "Was that your biological mother, adoptive mother, step-mother, or someone else?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS IT CHANGED, PROBE: "Who was it for most of the time before you turned 17?")

1. BIOLOGICAL MOTHER
2. ADOPTIVE MOTHER
3. STEP MOTHER (SPOUSE/PARTNER OF FATHER)
4. OTHER FEMALE______(SPECIFY)
5. NO FEMALE IN HOUSEHOLD ------------------> QC14
DK --------------------------------> QC14
C8. What was the highest grade of school or year of college (your mother/she) completed?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY PROBE: "What is your best estimate?)

(IF R SAYS 2, 3, 4, OR 5 YEARS OF COLLEGE PROBE: "Did she receive a degree?")

01. NO SCHOOL/SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-6)
02. EIGHTH GRADE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (7-8)
03. SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-12 NO DIPLOMA/NO GED)
04. GED
05. GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
06. 1 TO 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
07. 3 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET
08. GRADUATED FROM A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, OR ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
09. GRADUATED FROM A FOUR- OR FIVE-YEAR COLLEGE, OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE
10. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL
11. MASTER'S DEGREE
12. PH.D., ED.D., MD, DDS, LLB, LLD, JD, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
DK

C9. Other than being a housewife, how much of your childhood did (your mother/[QC7]) either work FOR PAY or work in a family business...

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Work for pay includes a job outside the home, self-employment, and any PAID work she may have done at home.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Farming counts as working in a family business.")

(READ LIST)

1. ALL, --------------> QC11.2
2. MOST, --------------> QC11.2
3. SOME, --------------> QC11.2
4. A LITTLE,
5. OR NOT AT ALL?
DK (DO NOT READ)
C9a. What was the main reason she was not working for pay during most of your childhood years?

(Do not read list) (Select all that apply)

(Do not probe for others) (Do not probe for main reason)

(IWER: If R says she was self-employed, farmer, farmer’s wife clarify: “Work for pay includes farming and self-employment.” F9 and reread QC9)

01. A physical disability or injury
02. Alcohol or drug abuse
03. A mental or emotional disability
04. To stay at home to raise children/housewife/women didn’t work at that time/ didn’t need to/ 'father' wouldn’t allow it
10. Other ______ (specify)
DK

Go to QC14

C11.2 Thinking of the main job she had for pay during those years, did she supervise anyone on that job?

(IWER: If R says mother changed jobs, probe: “Tell me about the job she had for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.”)

(IWER: If R says 'she worked at more than one job', probe: “Tell me about her main job.”)

(IWER: If necessary Clarify: “Supervise does not include students or trainees”)

1. Yes
2. No
DK

C13.2 Did she have an employer on that job, or was she self-employed?

(IWER: If R says mother changed jobs, probe: “Tell me about the job she had for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.”)

(IWER: If R says 'she worked at more than one job', probe: “Tell me about her main job.”)

1. Had employer
2. Self-employed
DK
C13. (IWER: GET INDUSTRY DETAIL)
What kind of business or company was that?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (What did they make or do where she worked? (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ACTIVITY))

(B) (Was this government/public or private? Wholesale or retail?)

(C) (Was this a company that only did ____, or did they make/sell/do other things as well?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS MOTHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What kind of business or company did she work in for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'She worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about her main job.")

DK

C13.1. What was her job title?

(Do not probe for others)

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS MOTHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What was her job title for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'She worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about her main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QC13])

DK
C11. (IWER: GET OCCUPATION DETAIL:)
What were HER most important activities or duties?

(IWER USE PROBES AS NECESSARY, TYPE LETTER OF PROBE USED FIRST AND THEN TYPE RESPONSE)

(A) (Could you tell me more?)

(B) (What did she make/do/teach/sell? -- (SPECIFIC PRODUCT/ MACHINE))

(C) (Exactly) (What kind of work did she do at this job?)

(IWER: FOR ALL OTHER PROBES YOU USE: SPECIFY / )

(IWER: IF R OFFERS A TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY, PROBE: "What EXACTLY did she do, for example, TEACH HIGH SCHOOL MATH, OPERATE A TEXTILE WEAVING MACHINE, or SELL BOOKS?")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'I don't know because...' TYPE IN EXACTLY WHAT THEY SAY)

(IWER: IF R SAYS MOTHER CHANGED JOBS, PROBE: "What kind of work did she do for the longest time during your adolescence -- when you were 12-18 years old.")

(IWER: IF R SAYS 'She worked at more than one job', PROBE: "Tell me about her main job.")

(INDUSTRY: [QC13])

(JOB TITLE: [QC13.1])
C14. During your childhood and adolescence, was there ever a period of six months or more when your family was on welfare or ADC?

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "ADC is Aid to Dependent Children.")

(IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: "Welfare includes General Assistance and other programs for financial aid to poor, physically disabled, or mentally ill persons, but does not include government health insurance or any unemployment programs or benefits."

1. YES
2. NO ---> QD1
DN -------> QD1

C15. Was that during all, most, some, or only a little of your childhood and adolescence?

1. ALL
2. MOST
3. SOME
4. A LITTLE
DN
D(1-3).  1.  "And now a few questions about you.  At present, how satisfied are you with your LIFE?"

    2.  "At present, how much control do you have over your LIFE IN GENERAL?"

    3.  "Overall, how satisfied are you with your SELF?"

    (Would you say A LOT, SOMEWHAT, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?)

    1.  A LOT
    2.  SOMEWHAT
    3.  A LITTLE
    4.  NOT AT ALL/NONE AT ALL
    DK

D8.  When you think about your life as a whole up to the present, how would you rate your contribution to the welfare and well-being of other people...

    (READ LIST)

    1.  EXCELLENT,
    2.  VERY GOOD,
    3.  GOOD,
    4.  FAIR,
    5.  OR POOR?
    DK (DO NOT READ)

D9.  And would you AGREE or DISAGREE with the following statement:  "In many ways, I feel disappointed about my achievements in life"?

    (Do you agree or disagree with this statement?)

    1.  AGREE
    2.  DISAGREE
    DK ------------> INTRO.QD4

D9a.  Do you (AGREE/DISAGREE)...

    (READ LIST)

    1.  STRONGLY,
    2.  SOMEWHAT,
    3.  OR ONLY A LITTLE?
    DK (DO NOT READ)

INTRO.QD4

    For the final set of questions, please tell me how much each of the following describes you.
D(4-7). (First/(What about))

4. "outgoing?"
   (IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: 'By OUTGOING we mean sociable and interested in meeting people.')

5. "worrying?"

6. "curious?"

7. "optimistic?"
   (IWER: IF NECESSARY CLARIFY: 'By OPTIMISTIC we mean hopeful about how things will turn out.')

(Does this describe you A LOT, SOMEWHAT, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?)

1. A LOT
2. SOMEWHAT
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL
DK
D11. (IWER: RECORD RESPONDENT'S SEX, 'DK' NOT ALLOWED)

1. MALE
2. FEMALE

TY.SCREEN

Thank-you very much for completing this part of the survey. As was mentioned earlier, we will be sending you a questionnaire in the mail within the next couple of days along with a (20 DOLLAR check/25 DOLLAR check, a second 25 dollar check will be mailed to you once you have completed the questionnaire and mailed it back to us).

It would help us a lot if you would fill out and return the questionnaire WITHIN A FEW DAYS TIME in the prepaid envelope.

If you have any questions I have an 800 number you can call for more information. (Do you have something to write with? The number is 800-837-3737)

Have a nice (day/evening).